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Training Description
Target Audience: (Parents, teachers, and care providers of individuals with autism spectrum disorders)
Many ideas about the autistic brain are based on conceptions about the human brain that are outdated. The computer, as a metaphor for the brain, with its input, processing and output, has been very useful in the past, but seems to be incorrect in the light of recent discoveries in brain science. The brain is not a computer: the brain is guessing more than it is computing. The brain does not just receive information from the senses, it is actually using the senses to check its own guesses. Recent discoveries about the brain have led to a Copernican revolution, replacing the old idea of a receptive mind with the new idea of a predictive mind. That new idea invites us to take a different look at the autistic brain, but – more importantly – also to rethink some of the strategies we have been using in autism for decades. We will illustrate this in the areas of sensory issues, communication and emotion recognition, three areas known to be difficult for people with ASD.

Training Objectives
Participants will be able to:
- Identify the shortcomings of the default idea about the human brain and how it processes information.
- Identify and describe how a predictive mind works.
- Identify the difficulties in prediction and coping with prediction errors for the autistic brain.

Autism and Happiness: Mission (Im)possible

Training Description
Target Audience: (Parents, teachers, and care providers of individuals with autism spectrum disorders)
Happiness has received little attention in the field of autism spectrum disorders. Outcome and effect studies, for instance, rarely take emotional well-being as a desired outcome. And when the focus is on well-being, it is often from a negative perspective, namely the lack of well-being and quality of life in autism. It is time to take a U-turn in our approach and change from an exclusive focus on what makes autism so different and from a negative, clinical and medical approach of happiness in people with autism (lack of distress) towards a shared and positive focus (we all want to be happy). In other words, let’s move from neurodiversity to neuroharmony.

Training Objectives
Participants will be able to:
- Explain that the outcome in autism spectrum disorders is not solely based on objective criteria for independent functioning but also on subjective quality of life criteria.
- Knowing the two aspects of happiness (hedonic and eudaimonic) and identifying the different key elements in these two aspects.
- Describe the two aspects of happiness (hedonic and eudaimonic) and identify the different key elements in these two aspects.
- Identify different strategies to enhance the emotional well-being and the life satisfaction of people with autism spectrum disorder.
- Describe the concepts of neurodiversity and neuroharmony in relationship to happiness.